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THE VILLAGE IS STILL RELEVANT 

As The Pandemic Crisis Shows, Villages Have A Right To Flourish As Habitations  
With Their Own Distinctive Future 

The upheaval caused by the novel coronavirus should inspire a review of past choices and 
policies. Some of these policies had gained so much acceptance that one felt there was no point left 
in questioning them. Public health and education are two areas in which India took a decisive turn in 
the 1990s. When several States decided to stop giving permanent appointment letters to doctors 
and teachers in the mid-1990s, they were guided by an ideological shift at the national level towards 
allowing health and education to be opened up for private enterprise. This was viewed as a major 
policy reform, a necessary part of the bigger package of economic reforms. They were presented as a 
package, offering little choice for specific areas.  

Taking a back seat 
The new buzz was public-private partnership. It covered everything from roads to schools. The 

form it took made it amply clear that the state would take a back seat after issuing a set of rules for 
private operators while the state’s own infrastructure will shrink. Soon enough, cost-effective 
measures became the priority in both health and education. Chronic shortage of functionaries 
became the norm while young persons learned to wait for years for vacancies to be announced. 
Working on short-term contracts, with little security or dignity, became common.  

As we begin to imagine the post-coronavirus scenario, a key question to contemplate is 
whether we should revisit the policies put in place during the 1990s. Some will doubtless argue that 
the clock cannot be put back, and that we should not waver from the path we had chosen, no matter 
what hardships people have to endure. Certain policies were specific to domains such as health and 
education. Others were more like frameworks within which policies for specific areas emerged and 
evolved. One such framework had to do with villages. 

For a long time, a view had been gathering support that villages were no more viable as sites 
of public investment. A generalized logic had surfaced to justify and thereby encourage emigration 
from rural areas to cities. According to this logic, providing basic amenities such as running water, 
electricity and jobs to rural people becomes easier if they move to a city. This kind of thinking had 
considerable academic support. Modernization was a dominant paradigm of social theory that saw 
nothing wrong in the growth of vast slums in mega-cities and depletion of working-age people in 
villages. Some social scientists did not mind declaring that the village as we had known it in Indian 
history was on its way to extinction. They argued that agriculture, the main resource of livelihood in 
the countryside, was no longer profitable enough to attract the young. And handicrafts too were 
destined to die, they said, as craftsmen and women cannot survive without state support. Only 
pockets of support survived the powerful wave of market-oriented economic reforms. 

All such arguments and the data they were based on provided a comfortable rationale for 
policies that encouraged emigration of a vast section of the rural population to cities. It was 
something ‘natural’ that happens in the course of economic development in countries like ours. 
Students were taught that shrinking of rural livelihoods was a universal phenomenon and it was, 
therefore, inevitable in India. 

Acceptance of historical destiny implied that we could simply sit back and let history take its 
familiar course. The only thing the welfare state might do was to mitigate the misery of the masses. 
As they faced the decimation of the rural people’s economy, safety nets could be thrown at them to 
provide subsistence-level provision of food, literacy and disease control. Special measures were 
designed to select the ‘best’ among rural children and make them competitive enough to survive in 
the urban world that was treated as mainstream. 

Imbalance and invisibility 
This general framework justified discriminatory funding in every sphere, including health and 

education. No serious public investment could be made in villages. Even as medical education and 
teacher training became increasingly privatized, the availability of qualified doctors and teachers 
willing to work in villages dwindled. Ideologically-inspired pursuit of economic reforms swept State 
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after State, leaving little room for dissent or longer term thinking. A veneer of welfarism was 
maintained. It allowed the expansion of essential facilities of a rudimentary kind in villages. They 
served as sites for special schemes for the poor and provided minimalist provisions. The goal was to 
keep the poor alive and occupied. Privately-run facilities burgeoned, creating an ethos that boosted 
commercial goals in health care and schooling. Stuck between state minimalism and commercial 
entrepreneurship, villages lost what capacity they had for regenerating their economy or intellectual 
resources.  

No words can compete with recent pictures that cast a delayed doubt on this policy scenario. 
These are pictures of urban workers marching with their families to their native villages hundreds of 
miles away. There is more than one way of interpreting these pictures. On one hand they 
encapsulate desperation and apprehension. On the other, these same pictures reveal a story that 
generations of policy makers and scholars have been reluctant to acknowledge. The photographs 
captured by the media show men, women and children walking on highways designed to provide 
high-speed connectivity to cities. In the absence of trains and bus, these families decided to embark 
on foot. With no prospect of work and income, they felt vulnerable in their shanty towns. They 
wanted to go home. In the city where they had lived for years, they were part of the informal 
economy which offers no protection against exigencies. The new urban architecture denies them 
visibility too. That is perhaps why no one thought about them till they emerged on the wide 
highways. 

 
Obsolete debates 

The novel coronavirus has demonstrated how unsustainable this socio-economic arrangement 
was, apart from being ethically indefensible. It was characterized by sharp and growing regional 
disparities. No matter how hard we will try to rebuild the world as it was before the virus struck it, its 
unsustainability will not go away. It is rooted in the structural imbalance between the urban and the 
rural on one hand and the predominance of a skewed vision of economic growth on the other. In this 
vision, the village has no future other than becoming a pale copy of the urban and eventually 
dissolving into it. 

Once upon a time, there were debates over the nature of India’s rural society — on whether it 
was intrinsically good or bad. These debates are no longer relevant. The village is, however, still 
relevant, at least for the vast number of urban workers. Similarly, while the problem of defining a 
village in an academic sense has ceased to matter, its existential reality has asserted itself, and we 
need to recognize this assertion. If we do, we might agree to notice a problem in policies that do not 
acknowledge the right of villages to flourish as human habitations with their own distinctive future. 
They deserve to have new sites and forms of livelihood. They also deserve systems of health and 
education that are not designed as feeders to distant centers. Initiatives in this direction will make 
both cities and villages more sustainable and capable of coping with the kind of crisis we are 
currently facing. 

 

Meanings of Difficult Words: 
1. pandemic (noun) – the worldwide spread of 

a new disease; The illness spreads around 
the world and typically affects a large 
number of people across a wide area. 

2. flourish (verb) – develop, improve, progress, 
evolve, thrive, prosper. 

3. habitation (noun) – place of residence, 
house, dwelling (place), abode. 

4. distinctive (adjective) – unique, typical, 
individual, special/particular. 

5. upheaval (noun) – disruption, disorder, 
turmoil. 

6. public health (noun) – the branch of 
medicine handling public health; public 
health is also the science of protecting and 
improving the health of people and their 
communities through education, policy 
making and research for disease and injury 
prevention. 

7. decisive (adjective) – crucial, significant, 
important, momentous. 
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8. ideological (adjective) – relating to a system 
of ideas. 

9. open up (phrasal verb) – make available (to 
create/start developing new opportunities). 

10. take a back seat (phrase) – take a less 
important role. 

11. buzz (noun) – thrill, speculative attention; 
feeling of excitement. 

12. public-private partnership (PPP) (noun) –
 partnership between an agency of the 
government and the private sector in the 
delivery of goods or services to the public. 

13. amply (adverb) – sufficiently,  satisfactorily,  
(more than) enough. 

14. shrink (verb) – lessen, reduce, decrease. 
15. chronic (adjective) – constant, continuing, 

unending. 
16. functionary (noun) – official, administrator, 

bureaucrat. 
17. norm (noun) – standard, convention,  

regulation. 
18. contemplate (verb) – consider, think about,  

reflect on.  
19. put in place (phrase) – initiate, usher in, 

bring in. 
20. doubtless (adverb) – undoubtedly,  

definitely/surely, doubtlessly, without doubt. 
21. turn (or put) back the clock (phrase) – 

return to a previous situation; return to past. 
22. waver (verb) – be undecided, be irresolute, 

be indecisive, fluctuate. 
23. hardship (noun) – distress, trouble, 

misfortune, suffering. 
24. endure (verb) – undergo, go through, live 

through, suffer/experience. 
25. domain (noun) – field, area, sector. 
26. framework (noun) – structure, system, 

organisation. 
27. have to do with (phrase) – be connected 

with something; be related to something. 
28. viable (adjective) – manageable, feasible, 

effective. 
29. public investment (noun) – the money/ 

resources that a government spends 
on public projects and services. 

30. generalised (adjective) – not specific; not 
specialized. 

31. surface (verb) – emerge, arise, appear, come 
to light, loom. 

32. thereby (adverb) – as a result of that. 
33. amenity (noun) – facility, service, utility. 

34. considerable (adjective) – important, 
significant, substantial. 

35. modernisation (noun) – in sociology, the 
transformation from a traditional, rural,  
agrarian society to a secular,  urban,  
industrial  society.  

36. dominant (adjective) – supreme, 
authoritative, most influential, most 
powerful. 

37. paradigm (noun) – model, pattern/example; 
world view. 

38. depletion (noun) – reduction, decrease, 
lowering. 

39. extinction (noun) – disappearance, 
destruction, elimination/eradication. 

40. livelihood (noun) – means of making a living 
with the basic necessities (food, water, 
shelter and clothing); means of support, 
subsistence, source of income. 

41. destined to (adjective) – fated, 
predetermined, preordained, certain. 

42. rationale (noun) – reason/basis; principle. 
43. in the course of (phrase) – during (the 

particular period/activity). 
44. phenomenon (noun) – occurrence, event, 

happening. 
45. inevitable (adjective) – unavoidable, sure to 

happen, unpreventable. 
46. imply (verb) – say indirectly, suggest, hint. 
47. sit back (phrasal verb) – take no action; 

relax. 
48. take one’s course (phrase) – to permit 

something to happen (live/die) naturally. 
49. mitigate (verb) – reduce, lessen, decrease, 

make less severe. 
50. misery (noun) – pain, distress, suffering. 
51. decimation (noun) – the destruction of a 

large proportion of a group. 
52. safety net (noun) – something which gives 

protection against misfortune or difficulty. 
53. subsistence (modifier) – relating to sufficient 

only for one’s own use; relating to one’s 
maintenance, living, livelihood. 

54. provision (noun) – providing, giving, 
equipping. 

55. imbalance (noun) – disparity, variation, 
disproportion, unevenness. 

56. invisibility (noun) – the condition of not 
taken into consideration. 

57. discriminatory (adjective) – biased, unfair,  
unjust, inequitable. 
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58. dwindle (verb) – diminish, decrease, 
reduce, drop, fall. 

59. pursuit (noun) – quest, search. 
60. swept past participle of sweep (verb) –

 affect (an area) quickly and completely. 
61. room (noun) – opportunity, scope, 

chance, leeway. 
62. dissent (noun) – disagreement, disapproval, 

opposition. 
63. veneer (noun) – (outward) impression, 

image, posture. 
64. welfarism (noun) – the principles/policies of 

a welfare state. 
65. rudimentary (adjective) – basic, elementary, 

primary. 
66. minimalist (adjective) – practical, useful, 

utilitarian. (Minimalism is a practical 
approach). 

67. keep alive (phrasal verb) – keep going, 
continue, sustain. 

68. burgeon (verb) – mushroom, grow rapidly, 
boom, escalate. 

69. ethos (noun) – ethics/beliefs, principles, 
standards. 

70. minimalism (noun) – practical approach. 
71. entrepreneurship (noun) – the process/ 

activity of setting up a business. 
72. intellectual resources (noun) – intangible 

resources of a business (such as brand value, 
proprietary knowledge, patents and 
copyrights, partnerships, and customer 
databases). 

73. cast a doubt on something (phrase) – cause 
something to be doubted. 

74. interpret (verb) – explain, clarify, make clear; 
understand, read. 

75. encapsulate (verb) – express, represent/ 
show, capture. 

76. desperation (noun) – hopelessness, 
despair/distress, worry, discouragement. 

77. apprehension (noun) – concern,  doubt,  
worry. 

78. reluctant (adjective) – unwilling, disinclined, 
unenthusiastic. 

79. embark on (phrasal verb) – start, begin,  
initiate/commence. 

80. prospect (noun) – chance, potential, future. 
81. vulnerable (adjective) – weak, feeble; 

unsafe,  unprotected/unguarded. 
82. shanty (adjective) – relating to a roughly 

built hut, shed, shack. 
83. informal economy (noun) – informal sector, 

grey economy is the part of an economy that 
is neither taxed, nor monitored by any form 
of government. 

84. exigency (noun) – (urgent) need, demand, 
urgency. 

85. perhaps (adverb) – maybe, possibly. 
86. unsustainable (adjective) – undefendable, 

 unjustified/insupportable, irrational. 
87. indefensible (adjective) – unjustified, 

 baseless, illogical/irrational. 
88. characterise (verb) – identify, specify, 

 describe. 
89. disparity (noun) – imbalance, inequality, 

variation. 
90. go away (phrasal verb) – disappear. 
91. (be) root in (verb) – establish firmly; have as 

an origin. 
92. predominance (noun) – superiority, pre-

eminence, supremacy. 
93. skewed (adjective) – distorted, altered, 

changed; misrepresented, falsified. 
94. pale (adjective) – ineffective, weak, poor, 

inferior. 
95. dissolve verb) – disappear, vanish. 
96. intrinsically (adverb) – naturally, in itself, by 

itself. 
97. cease (verb) – bring to an end/halt/stop, 

conclude, terminate. 
98. assert (verb) – state, declare, claim, 

announce. 
99. assertion (noun) – the action of asserting 

something; upholding. 
100. feeder (noun) – a thing that supplies 

something. 
101. cope with (verb) – deal with, grapple 

with, handle/manage.
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